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This book explains how
an organization can
measure and manage
performance with the
Balanced Scorecard
methodology. It provides
extensive background on
performance management
and the Balanced
Scorecard, and focuses
on guiding a team
through the step-by-step
development and ongoing
implementation of a
Balanced Scorecard
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system. Corporations,
public sector agencies,
and not for profit
organizations have all
reaped success from the
Balanced Scorecard. This
book supplies detailed
implementation advice
that is readily applied
to any and all of these
organization types.
Additionally, it will
benefit organizations at
any stage of Balanced
Scorecard development.
Regardless of whether
you are just
contemplating a Balanced
Scorecard, require
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assistance in linking
their current Scorecard
to management processes,
or need a review of
their past measurement
efforts, Balanced
Scorecard Step by Step
provides detailed advice
and proven solutions.
Methods in Educational
Research Methods in
Educational Research is
designed to prepare
students for the real
world of educational
research. It focuses on
scientifically-based
methods, school
accountability, and the
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professional demands of
the twenty-first
century, empowering
researchers to take an
active role in
conducting research in
their classrooms,
districts, and the
greater educational
community. Like the
first edition, this
edition helps students,
educators, and
researchers develop a
broad and deep
understanding of
research methodologies.
It includes substantial
new content on the
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impact of No Child Left
Behind legislation,
school reform,
quantitative and
qualitative
methodologies, logic
modeling, action
research, and other
areas. Special features
to assist the teaching
and learning processes
include vignettes
illustrating research
tied to practice,
suggested readings at
the end of each chapter,
and discussion questions
to reinforce chapter
content. Praise for the
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Previous Edition "A new
attempt to make this
subject more relevant
and appealing to
students. Most striking
is how useful this book
is because it is really
grounded in educational
research. It is very
well written and quite
relevant for educational
researchers or for the
student hoping to become
one."
-PsycCRITIQUES/American
Psychological
Association "I applaud
the authors for their
attempt to cover a wide
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range of material. The
straightforward language
of the book helps make
the material
understandable for
readers." -Journal of
MultiDisciplinary
Evaluation
Microsoft PowerPivot is
a free add-on to Excel
from Microsoft that
allows users to produce
new kinds of reports and
analyses that were
simply impossible
before, and this book is
the first to tackle DAX
formulas, the core
capability of
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PowerPivot, from the
perspective of the Excel
audience. Written by the
world's foremost
PowerPivot blogger and
practitioner, the book's
concepts and approach
are introduced in a
simple, step-by-step
manner tailored to the
learning style of Excel
users everywhere. The
techniques presented
allow users to produce,
in hours or even
minutes, results that
formerly would have
taken entire teams weeks
or months to produce. It
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includes lessons on the
difference between
calculated columns and
measures; how formulas
can be reused across
reports of completely
different shapes; how to
merge disjointed sets of
data into unified
reports; how to make
certain columns in a
pivot behave as if the
pivot were filtered
while other columns do
not; and how to create
time-intelligent
calculations in pivot
tables such as “Year
over Year” and “Moving
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Averages” whether they
use a standard, fiscal,
or a complete custom
calendar. The “patternlike” techniques and
best practices contained
in this book have been
developed and refined
over two years of onsite
training with Excel
users around the world,
and the key lessons from
those seminars costing
thousands of dollars per
day are now available to
within the pages of this
easy-to-follow guide.
This updated second
edition covers new
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features introduced with
Office 2015.
97 Things Every Cloud
Engineer Should Know
The 5AM Club
Homeland
Bio-Inspired Innovation
and National Security
Prioritising adversity
and trauma-informed care
for children and young
people in England.
A Guide for Designing
and Developing Elearning Courses
From Theory to Practice
Diagnosing and Changing
Organizational Culture provides a
framework, a sense-making tool,
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a set of systematic steps, and a
methodology for helping
managers and their organizations
carefully analyze and alter their
fundamental culture. Authors,
Cameron and Quinn focus on the
methods and mechanisms that
are available to help managers
and change agents transform the
most fundamental elements of
their organizations. The authors
also provide instruments to help
individuals guide the change
process at the most basic
level—culture. Diagnosing and
Changing Organizational Culture
offers a systematic strategy for
internal or external change
agents to facilitate foundational
change that in turn makes it
possible to support and
supplement other kinds of change
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initiatives.
An illustrated guide to wooden
boat construction using WEST
SYSTEM epoxy by pioneers in the
field of wood/epoxy composite
construction. Subjects include
Fundamentals of Wood/Epoxy
Composite Construction, Core
Boatbuilding Techniques, First
Production Steps, Hull
Construction Methods, and
Interior and Deck Construction.
Despite the vital importance of
the emerging area of
biotechnology and its role in
defense planning and
policymaking, no definitive book
has been written on the topic for
the defense policymaker, the
military student, and the privatesector bioscientist interested in
the "emerging opportunities
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market" of national security. This
edited volume is intended to help
close this gap and provide the
necessary backdrop for thinking
strategically about biology in
defense planning and
policymaking. This volume is
about applications of the
biological sciences, here called
"biologically inspired
innovations," to the military.
Rather than treating biology as a
series of threats to be dealt with,
such innovations generally
approach the biological sciences
as a set of opportunities for the
military to gain strategic
advantage over adversaries.
These opportunities rangefrom
looking at everything from genes
to brains, from enhancing human
performance to creating
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renewable energy, from sensing
the environment around us to
harnessing its power.
RFID Handbook
Webster's New International
Dictionary of the English
Language, Based on the
International Dictionary 1890 and
1900
Good Strategy, Bad Strategy
Diagnosing and Changing
Organizational Culture
The Difference and Why It Matters
Chapters in the Administrative
History of Mediaeval England
Communicating Data with
Tableau

If you create, manage, operate, or
configure systems running in the
cloud, you're a cloud
engineer--even if you work as a
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system administrator, software
developer, data scientist, or site
reliability engineer. With this book,
professionals from around the world
provide valuable insight into today's
cloud engineering role. These
concise articles explore the entire
cloud computing experience,
including fundamentals,
architecture, and migration. You'll
delve into security and compliance,
operations and reliability, and
software development. And
examine networking, organizational
culture, and more. You're sure to
find 1, 2, or 97 things that inspire
you to dig deeper and expand your
own career. "Three Keys to Making
the Right Multicloud Decisions,"
Brendan O'Leary "Serverless Bad
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Practices," Manases Jesus Galindo
Bello "Failing a Cloud Migration,"
Lee Atchison "Treat Your Cloud
Environment as If It Were On
Premises," Iyana Garry "What Is
Toil, and Why Are SREs Obsessed
with It?", Zachary Nickens "Lean
QA: The QA Evolving in the
DevOps World," Theresa Neate
"How Economies of Scale Work in
the Cloud," Jon Moore "The Cloud
Is Not About the Cloud," Ken
Corless "Data Gravity: The
Importance of Data Management in
the Cloud," Geoff Hughes "Even in
the Cloud, the Network Is the
Foundation," David Murray "Cloud
Engineering Is About Culture, Not
Containers," Holly Cummins
Chronicles the best and the worst
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of Apple Computer's remarkable
story.
This manual shows you, in simple,
easy -to-understand language, how
to calculate the amount of dirt you'll
have to move, the cost of owning
and operating the machines you'll
do it with, and finally, how to assign
bid prices to each part of the job.
Using clear, detailed illustrations
and examples, the author makes it
easy to follow and duplicate his
system. The book ends with a
complete sample estimate, from the
take-off to completing the bid
sheet.Included in this book: -- How
to set up & use an organized &
logical estimating system -- How to
read plans & specs -- Why a site
visit is mandatory -- How to assess
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accessibility & job difficulty -- How
soil haracteristics can affect your
estimate -- The best ways to
evaluate subsurface conditions -Figuring your overhead -- How to
get the information you need from
contour maps -- When you have to
undercut -- Dealing with irregular
regions and odd areas -- Factors
for estimating swell and shrinkage
-- Balancing the job: spoil & borrow
-- Calculating machine owning &
operating costs -- The two common
methods of estimating earthwork
quantities
Balanced Scorecard Step-by-Step
The Captain of Battery Park
Maximizing Performance and
Maintaining Results
Dictionary Catalog of the Map
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Division
Soil Survey of Clark County,
Washington
Who Will Finance Innovation?
Estimating Excavation
You've experienced the shiny, pointand-click surface of your Linux
computer—now dive below and
explore its depths with the power of the
command line. The Linux Command
Line takes you from your very first
terminal keystrokes to writing full
programs in Bash, the most popular
Linux shell. Along the way you'll learn
the timeless skills handed down by
generations of gray-bearded, mouseshunning gurus: file navigation,
environment configuration, command
chaining, pattern matching with regular
expressions, and more. In addition to
that practical knowledge, author
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William Shotts reveals the philosophy
behind these tools and the rich
heritage that your desktop Linux
machine has inherited from Unix
supercomputers of yore. As you make
your way through the book's short,
easily-digestible chapters, you'll learn
how to: * Create and delete files,
directories, and symlinks * Administer
your system, including networking,
package installation, and process
management * Use standard input and
output, redirection, and pipelines * Edit
files with Vi, the world’s most popular
text editor * Write shell scripts to
automate common or boring tasks *
Slice and dice text files with cut, paste,
grep, patch, and sed Once you
overcome your initial "shell shock,"
you'll find that the command line is a
natural and expressive way to
communicate with your computer. Just
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don't be surprised if your mouse starts
to gather dust. A featured resource in
the Linux Foundation's "Evolution of a
SysAdmin"
This is an update of OECD 2006
"Understanding National Accounts". It
contains new data, new chapters and
is adapted to the new systems of
national accounts, SNA 2008 and ESA
2010.
Argues that a manager's central
responsibility is to create and
implement strategies, challenges
popular motivational practices, and
shares anecdotes discussing how to
enable action-oriented plans for realworld results.
Designing, Developing, and Delivering
Data Visualizations
Reinvent the Way You Make a Living,
Do what You Love, and Create a New
Future
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A Handbook for Scaling Up Solutions
through Knowledge Capturing and
Sharing
NCHRP Report 659
Global Innovation Index 2020
Guide for the Geometric Design of
Driveways
Rational Cybersecurity for Business
Tropical Nursery Manual,
U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Forest Service
Agriculture Handbook 732,
was first published in
2014.This handbook was
written for anyone
endeavoring to start and
operate a nursery for native
and traditional plants in
the tropics. Because the
tropics cover a vast area of
the world, however, the
scope of the handbook is
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geared toward readers in the
U.S. affiliated tropics.
Specifically, the U.S.
affiliated tropics are a
diverse area spanning two
oceans and half the globe,
including the nations of the
Federated States of
Micronesia, the Republic of
Palau, and the Republic of
the Marshall Islands, as
well as the Territory of
Guam, the Commonwealth of
the Northern Mariana
Islands, the Territory of
American Samoa, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, the
U.S. Virgin Islands, and the
State of Hawai'i, southern
California, Texas, and the
southern part of Florida.
Areas with similar
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conditions may also be
served.
The purpose of this manual
is to provide clear and
helpful information for
maintaining gravel roads.
Very little technical help
is available to small
agencies that are
responsible for managing
these roads. Gravel road
maintenance has
traditionally been "more of
an art than a science" and
very few formal standards
exist. This manual contains
guidelines to help answer
the questions that arise
concerning gravel road
maintenance such as: What is
enough surface crown? What
is too much? What causes
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corrugation? The information
is as nontechnical as
possible without sacrificing
clear guidelines and
instructions on how to do
the job right.
The "E-Learning
Methodologies" guide will
support professionals
involved in the design and
development of e-learning
projects and products. The
guide reviews the basic
concepts of e-learning with
a focus on adult learning,
and introduces the various
activities and roles
involved in an e-learning
project. The guide covers
methodologies and tips for
creating interactive content
and for facilitating online
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learning, as well as some of
the technologies used to
create and deliver elearning.
E-learning Methodologies
How Not to Be Wrong
Apple Confidential 2.0
Wood and West System
Materials
The Wardrobe. -n° 35-n°
48-n° 57-n° 64
Second Edition
The Data Warehouse Toolkit
Use the guidance in this comprehensive
field guide to gain the support of your top
executives for aligning a rational
cybersecurity plan with your business.
You will learn how to improve working
relationships with stakeholders in
complex digital businesses, IT, and
development environments. You will
know how to prioritize your security
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program, and motivate and retain your
team. Misalignment between security and
your business can start at the top at the Csuite or happen at the line of business,
IT, development, or user level. It has a
corrosive effect on any security project it
touches. But it does not have to be like
this. Author Dan Blum presents valuable
lessons learned from interviews with over
70 security and business leaders. You will
discover how to successfully solve issues
related to: risk management, operational
security, privacy protection, hybrid cloud
management, security culture and user
awareness, and communication
challenges. This book presents six
priority areas to focus on to maximize the
effectiveness of your cybersecurity
program: risk management, control
baseline, security culture, IT
rationalization, access control, and cyberresilience. Common challenges and good
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practices are provided for businesses of
different types and sizes. And more than
50 specific keys to alignment are
included. What You Will Learn Improve
your security culture: clarify securityrelated roles, communicate effectively to
businesspeople, and hire, motivate, or
retain outstanding security staff by
creating a sense of efficacy Develop a
consistent accountability model,
information risk taxonomy, and risk
management framework Adopt a security
and risk governance model consistent
with your business structure or culture,
manage policy, and optimize security
budgeting within the larger business unit
and CIO organization IT spend Tailor a
control baseline to your organization’s
maturity level, regulatory requirements,
scale, circumstances, and critical assets
Help CIOs, Chief Digital Officers, and
other executives to develop an IT strategy
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for curating cloud solutions and reducing
shadow IT, building up DevSecOps and
Disciplined Agile, and more Balance
access control and accountability
approaches, leverage modern digital
identity standards to improve digital
relationships, and provide data
governance and privacy-enhancing
capabilities Plan for cyber-resilience:
work with the SOC, IT, business groups,
and external sources to coordinate
incident response and to recover from
outages and come back stronger
Integrate your learnings from this book
into a quick-hitting rational cybersecurity
success plan Who This Book Is For Chief
Information Security Officers (CISOs)
and other heads of security, security
directors and managers, security
architects and project leads, and other
team members providing security
leadership to your business
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Legendary leadership and elite
performance expert Robin Sharma
introduced The 5am Club concept over
twenty years ago, based on a
revolutionary morning routine that has
helped his clients maximize their
productivity, activate their best health
and bulletproof their serenity in this age
of overwhelming complexity. Now, in this
life-changing book, handcrafted by the
author over a rigorous four-year period,
you will discover the early-rising habit
that has helped so many accomplish epic
results while upgrading their happiness,
helpfulness and feelings of aliveness.
Through an enchanting—and often
amusing—story about two struggling
strangers who meet an eccentric tycoon
who becomes their secret mentor, The
5am Club will walk you through: How
great geniuses, business titans and the
world’s wisest people start their
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mornings to produce astonishing
achievements A little-known formula you
can use instantly to wake up early feeling
inspired, focused and flooded with a fiery
drive to get the most out of each day A
step-by-step method to protect the quietest
hours of daybreak so you have time for
exercise, self-renewal and personal
growth A neuroscience-based practice
proven to help make it easy to rise while
most people are sleeping, giving you
precious time for yourself to think,
express your creativity and begin the day
peacefully instead of being rushed
“Insider-only” tactics to defend your
gifts, talents and dreams against digital
distraction and trivial diversions so you
enjoy fortune, influence and a
magnificent impact on the world Part
manifesto for mastery, part playbook for
genius-grade productivity and part
companion for a life lived beautifully,
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The 5am Club is a work that will
transform your life. Forever.
TRB's National Cooperative Highway
Research Program (NCHRP) Report 672:
Roundabouts: An Informational Guide Second Edition explores the planning,
design, construction, maintenance, and
operation of roundabouts. The report
also addresses issues that may be useful
in helping to explain the trade-offs
associated with roundabouts. This report
updates the U.S. Federal Highway
Administration's Roundabouts: An
Informational Guide, based on
experience gained in the United States
since that guide was published in 2000.
Dictionary Catalog of the Research
Libraries of the New York Public
Library, 1911-1971
Maintenance and Design Manual
Roundabouts
A Complete Introduction
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The Power of Mathematical Thinking
Addressing Adversity
The $100 Startup
This is the third revised edition of the
established and trusted RFID
Handbook; the most comprehensive
introduction to radio frequency
identification (RFID) available. This
essential new edition contains
information on electronic product code
(EPC) and the EPC global network,
and explains near-field communication
(NFC) in depth. It includes revisions on
chapters devoted to the physical
principles of RFID systems and
microprocessors, and supplies up-todate details on relevant standards and
regulations. Taking into account critical
modern concerns, this handbook
provides the latest information on: the
use of RFID in ticketing and electronic
passports; the security of RFID
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systems, explaining attacks on RFID
systems and other security matters,
such as transponder emulation and
cloning, defence using cryptographic
methods, and electronic article
surveillance; frequency ranges and
radio licensing regulations. The text
explores schematic circuits of simple
transponders and readers, and
includes new material on active and
passive transponders, ISO/IEC 18000
family, ISO/IEC 15691 and 15692. It
also describes the technical limits of
RFID systems. A unique resource
offering a complete overview of the
large and varied world of RFID, Klaus
Finkenzellerʼs volume is useful for endusers of the technology as well as
practitioners in auto ID and IT
designers of RFID products. Computer
and electronics engineers in security
system development, microchip
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designers, and materials handling
specialists benefit from this book, as
do automation, industrial and transport
engineers. Clear and thorough
explanations also make this an
excellent introduction to the topic for
graduate level students in electronics
and industrial engineering design.
Klaus Finkenzeller was awarded the
Fraunhofer-Smart Card Prize 2008 for
the second edition of this publication,
which was celebrated for being an
outstanding contribution to the smart
card field.
The Global Innovation Index 2020
provides detailed metrics about the
innovation performance of 131
countries and economies around the
world. Its 80 indicators explore a broad
vision of innovation, including political
environment, education, infrastructure
and business sophistication. The 2020
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edition sheds light on the state of
innovation financing by investigating
the evolution of financing mechanisms
for entrepreneurs and other
innovators, and by pointing to progress
and remaining challenges ‒ including
in the context of the economic
slowdown induced by the coronavirus
disease (COVID-19) crisis.
“Witty, compelling, and just plain fun to
read . . ." ̶Evelyn Lamb, Scientific
American The Freakonomics of
math̶a math-world superstar unveils
the hidden beauty and logic of the
world and puts its power in our hands
The math we learn in school can seem
like a dull set of rules, laid down by the
ancients and not to be questioned. In
How Not to Be Wrong, Jordan
Ellenberg shows us how terribly
limiting this view is: Math isnʼt confined
to abstract incidents that never occur
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in real life, but rather touches
everything we do̶the whole world is
shot through with it. Math allows us to
see the hidden structures underneath
the messy and chaotic surface of our
world. Itʼs a science of not being
wrong, hammered out by centuries of
hard work and argument. Armed with
the tools of mathematics, we can see
through to the true meaning of
information we take for granted: How
early should you get to the airport?
What does “public opinion” really
represent? Why do tall parents have
shorter children? Who really won
Florida in 2000? And how likely are
you, really, to develop cancer? How
Not to Be Wrong presents the
surprising revelations behind all of
these questions and many more, using
the mathematicianʼs method of
analyzing life and exposing the hardPage 38/62
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won insights of the academic
community to the layman̶minus the
jargon. Ellenberg chases mathematical
threads through a vast range of time
and space, from the everyday to the
cosmic, encountering, among other
things, baseball, Reaganomics, daring
lottery schemes, Voltaire, the
replicability crisis in psychology, Italian
Renaissance painting, artificial
languages, the development of nonEuclidean geometry, the coming
obesity apocalypse, Antonin Scaliaʼs
views on crime and punishment, the
psychology of slime molds, what
Facebook can and canʼt figure out
about you, and the existence of God.
Ellenberg pulls from history as well as
from the latest theoretical
developments to provide those not
trained in math with the knowledge
they need. Math, as Ellenberg says, is
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“an atomic-powered prosthesis that
you attach to your common sense,
vastly multiplying its reach and
strength.” With the tools of
mathematics in hand, you can
understand the world in a deeper,
more meaningful way. How Not to Be
Wrong will show you how.
The Gougeon Brothers on Boat
Construction
MITRE Systems Engineering Guide
A Guide to Starting and Operating a
Nursery for Native and Traditional
Plants
BIM Handbook
An Informational Guide
How Our Greatest Invention Makes Us
Richer, Smarter, Greener, Healthier,
and Happier
Becoming a Knowledge-Sharing
Organization

An edited collection of
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papers published by
YoungMinds and funded by
Health Education
England. With 1 in 3
adult mental health
conditions related
directly to adverse
childhood experiences,
it is vital that we
understand the impact
that adversity and
trauma can have on the
mental health and
wellbeing of young
people, and how we can
strengthen resilience
and support recovery.
Addressing Adversity
presents evidence,
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insight, direction and
case studies for
commissioners, providers
and practitioners in
order to stimulate
further growth in
adversity and traumainformed care, and spark
innovation and good
practice across England.
Section 1: Understanding
adversity, trauma and
resilience includes
evidence and analysis of
the impact that adverse
childhood experiences
and trauma have on
children and young
people’s mental health
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and wider outcomes
across the lifecourse.
Section 2: Addressing
childhood adversity and
trauma includes insights
from the NHS in England,
organisations and
clinicians working with
children and young
people who have
experienced forms of
adversity and trauma.
Section 3: Emerging good
practice includes
insight, case studies
and working examples of
adversity and traumainformed service models
being developed across
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England. The collection
ends with an agenda for
change, calling on all
Directors of Public
Health, commissioners
and providers to make
adversity and traumainformed care a priority
in their locality.
Shortlisted for the
Financial Times and
McKinsey Best Book of
the Year Award in 2011
“A masterpiece.” —Steven
D. Levitt, coauthor of
Freakonomics “Bursting
with insights.” —The New
York Times Book Review A
pioneering urban
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economist presents a
myth-shattering look at
the majesty and
greatness of cities
America is an urban
nation, yet cities get a
bad rap: they're dirty,
poor, unhealthy,
environmentally
unfriendly . . . or are
they? In this revelatory
book, Edward Glaeser, a
leading urban economist,
declares that cities are
actually the healthiest,
greenest, and richest
(in both cultural and
economic terms) places
to live. He travels
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through history and
around the globe to
reveal the hidden
workings of cities and
how they bring out the
best in humankind. Using
intrepid reportage, keen
analysis, and cogent
argument, Glaeser makes
an urgent, eloquent case
for the city's
importance and splendor,
offering inspiring proof
that the city is
humanity's greatest
creation and our best
hope for the future.
Go beyond spreadsheets
and tables and design a
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data presentation that
really makes an impact.
This practical guide
shows you how to use
Tableau Software to
convert raw data into
compelling data
visualizations that
provide insight or allow
viewers to explore the
data for themselves.
Ideal for analysts,
engineers, marketers,
journalists, and
researchers, this book
describes the principles
of communicating data
and takes you on an indepth tour of common
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visualization methods.
You’ll learn how to
craft articulate and
creative data
visualizations with
Tableau Desktop 8.1 and
Tableau Public 8.1.
Present comparisons of
how much and how many
Use blended data sources
to create ratios and
rates Create charts to
depict proportions and
percentages Visualize
measures of mean,
median, and mode Lean
how to deal with
variation and
uncertainty Communicate
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multiple quantities in
the same view Show how
quantities and events
change over time Use
maps to communicate
positional data Build
dashboards to combine
several visualizations
The Linux Command Line
Own Your Morning.
Elevate Your Life.
Gravel Roads
The Complete Guide to
Dimensional Modeling
Understanding National
Accounts Second Edition
Methods in Educational
Research
Triumph of the City
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Shares advice for
transitioning away from
unfulfilling jobs to
embark on adventurous,
meaningful careers,
outlining
recommendations for
starting a personal
business with a minimum
of time and investment
while turning ideas into
higher income levels.
60,000 first printing.
Discover BIM: A better
way to build better
buildings Building
Information Modeling
(BIM) offers a novel
approach to design,
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construction, and
facility management in
which a digital
representation of the
building product and
process is used to
facilitate the exchange
and interoperability of
information in digital
format. BIM is beginning
to change the way
buildings look, the way
they function, and the
ways in which they are
designed and built. The
BIM Handbook, Third
Edition provides an indepth understanding of
BIM technologies, the
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business and
organizational issues
associated with its
implementation, and the
profound advantages that
effective use of BIM can
provide to all members
of a project team.
Updates to this edition
include: Information on
the ways in which
professionals should use
BIM to gain maximum
value New topics such as
collaborative working,
national and major
construction clients,
BIM standards and guides
A discussion on how
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various professional
roles have expanded
through the widespread
use and the new avenues
of BIM practices and
services A wealth of new
case studies that
clearly illustrate
exactly how BIM is
applied in a wide
variety of conditions
Painting a colorful and
thorough picture of the
state of the art in
building information
modeling, the BIM
Handbook, Third Edition
guides readers to
successful
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implementations, helping
them to avoid needless
frustration and costs
and take full advantage
of this paradigmshifting approach to
construct better
buildings that consume
fewer materials and
require less time,
labor, and capital
resources.
In Cory Doctorow's
wildly successful Little
Brother, young Marcus
Yallow was arbitrarily
detained and brutalized
by the government in the
wake of a terrorist
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attack on San
Francisco—an experience
that led him to become a
leader of the whole
movement of
technologically clued-in
teenagers, fighting back
against the tyrannical
security state. A few
years later,
California's economy
collapses, but Marcus's
hacktivist past lands
him a job as webmaster
for a crusading
politician who promises
reform. Soon his former
nemesis Masha emerges
from the political
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underground to gift him
with a thumbdrive
containing a Wikileaksstyle cable-dump of hard
evidence of corporate
and governmental
perfidy. It's incendiary
stuff—and if Masha goes
missing, Marcus is
supposed to release it
to the world. Then
Marcus sees Masha being
kidnapped by the same
government agents who
detained and tortured
Marcus years earlier.
Marcus can leak the
archive Masha gave
him—but he can't admit
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to being the leaker,
because that will cost
his employer the
election. He's
surrounded by friends
who remember what he did
a few years ago and
regard him as a hacker
hero. He can't even
attend a demonstration
without being dragged
onstage and handed a
mike. He's not at all
sure that just dumping
the archive onto the
Internet, before he's
gone through its
millions of words, is
the right thing to do.
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Meanwhile, people are
beginning to shadow him,
people who look like
they're used to
inflicting pain until
they get the answers
they want. Fast-moving,
passionate, and as
current as next week,
Homeland is every bit
the equal of Little
Brother—a paean to
activism, to courage, to
the drive to make the
world a better place. At
the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold
without Digital Rights
Management Software
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(DRM) applied.
The Security Leaders'
Guide to Business
Alignment
Tropical Nursery Manual
ABC Pathfinder Railway
Guide
Dax Formulas for
Powerpivot
Fundamentals and
Applications in
Contactless Smart Cards,
Radio Frequency
Identification and NearField Communication
Mechanics of Pneumatic
Tires
The Definitive History
of the World's Most
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Colorful Company
A twelve-year-old girl and a
veterinarian, who wears a black
tricorn and a gold earring, nurse an
injured tern they find in New York's
Battery Park.
This volume offers a simple,
systematic guide to creating a
knowledge sharing practice in your
organization. It shows how to build
the enabling environment and
develop the skills needed to capture
and share knowledge gained from
operational experiences to improve
performance and scale-up successes.
Its recommendations are grounded
on the insights gained from the past
seven years of collaboration between
the World Bank and its clients around
the world—ministries and national
agencies operating in various
sectors—who are working to
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strengthen their operations through
robust knowledge sharing. While
informed by the academic literature
on knowledge management and
organizational learning, this
handbook’s operational background
and many real-world examples and
tips provide a missing, practical
foundation for public sector officials
in developing countries and for
development practitioners. However,
though written with a public sector
audience in mind, the overall
concepts and approaches will also
hold true for most organizations in
the private sector and the developed
world.
A Guide to Building Information
Modeling for Owners, Designers,
Engineers, Contractors, and Facility
Managers
Based on the Competing Values
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Framework
The Excel Pro's Guide to Mastering
Dax
Learning Statistics with R
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